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Abstract. Measuring similarity between multilayer networks is a challenging task that involves
capturing various layers and relationships using distance measures. Existing techniques have
limitations in comparing layers with the same number of nodes and ignoring inter-relationships.
In this research, we propose a novel approach for measuring similarity between multilayer
networks while considering inter-relationships and weighted networks of various sizes. Our
approach is applied to multilayer movie networks, consisting of layers of different entities (char-
acter, keyword, and location) and inter-relationships between them. Our proposed method
captures both intra-layer and inter-layer relationships, providing a comprehensive overview of
the multilayer network. This approach has potential applications in analyzing movie story
structures and social network analysis. Our results demonstrate that our approach improves
the accuracy of similarity measurement between multilayer networks.
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1 Introduction
Over the last few years, the analysis of movies has become a challenging issue in complex
network analysis. The process involves identifying different components of a movie story, con-
verting them into networks, and then selecting appropriate approaches to measure and evaluate
these networks. Markovic et al. (2019) [13] constructed the character network of Slovene belles-
lettres by analyzing character interaction structures. They indexed sentences containing main
characters and computed distances between characters based on frequency of occurrence. Lv
et al. (2018) [12] introduced StoryRoleNet, utilizing video and subtitle analysis to identify
main characters in movies and construct character networks. Chen et al. (2019) [4] proposed
a method using minimum span clustering on community structures and centrality to determine
character distances in the novel Dream of the Red Chamber. These studies aim to quantify
character relationships and identify critical characters within narratives. However, character
interactions are not enough to analyze the story. To address this issue, Mourchid et al. [15]
proposed a multilayer network model to capture various aspects of the movie story. Their
model includes characters, keywords, and locations.
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Although multilayer network analysis has gained significant attention in recent years, comparing
multilayer networks is challenging. Indeed, there are countless entities and relationships to
consider. Brodka et al. (2018) [3] proposed a property matrix that represents a multiplex
network. This matrix maps layers and nodes into structures. To compare multiplex networks,
the authors used three methods: aggregations (min, max, entropy), layer distributions (Jensen-
Shannon Divergence), and similarity functions (Jaccard, cosine, correlation). Giordano et al.
(2019) [7] used factorial methods for quantifying visually multiplex networks. Ghawi et al.
(2022) [6] used community detection to quantify the similarity between multilayer networks.

In previous studies [10, 8, 9], we measured the similarity between movie stories by analyzing
various components and computing distances between their corresponding movie networks using
graph measures. We focused on ordering and classifying movies by genre. Initially, we used
a multilayer network model [14] to represent story elements. However, we only compared
monolayers of the same entities. In a separate work [11], we compare multilayer networks
considering intra and inter-relationships. The current work aims to enhance the methodology
by incorporating weighted network properties.

2 Methodology
In a previous work [11], we presented an algorithm that maps intra-layers Gintra and inter-layers
Ginter into one matrix P . We now incorporate properties related to weighted networks.

We convert unweighted movie networks into weighted ones by assigning a weight, denoted wij,
to an edge based on the frequency of connections between two nodes i and j. In other words, we
transform character, keyword, location networks, and their interactions into weighted networks
as follows: (1) For intralayers (GintraCC

, GintraKK
, and GintraLL

), we calculate the weight of
the edge connecting two nodes i and j of the same entity based on the number of times
the connection occurs between them. (2) For interlayer (GinterCK

, GinterKL
, and GinterCL

), we
calculate the weight of the edge connecting two nodes i and j of different entities based on
the number of times the connection occurs between them. Conversely, we use incidence and
Laplacian matrices to extract weighted network properties via the following factorization (eq.
1).

M = IT
incid × L× Iincid (1)

We then integrate the eigenvalues of the output M into the property matrix P by adding a
new column. The property matrix P is then defined as follows:

• (1) Six rows, where the first three rows represent the three intralayers (GintraCC
, GintraKK

,
and GintraLL

), and the last three rows represent the three interlayers (GinterCK
, GinterKL

,
and GinterCL

).
• (2) Seven columns, each one representing a network feature: max degree, max centrality,

density, adjacency, Laplacian, network portrait, and Incidence.
• (3) Each cell cij encodes a network feature j of the network type i.
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Algorithm 1 Matrix property extraction
input: GintraCC

, GintraKK
, GintraLL

, GinterCK
, GinterKL

, GinterCL

output: matrix property P

1: for i in GintraCC
, GintraKK

, GintraLL
, GinterCK

, GinterKL
, GinterCL

do
2: D ← max((deg(1), deg(2), ..., deg(N ))) //return the max node degree of i.
3: BC ← max(∑

s ̸=t∈V
σst(N )

σst
) //return the max node betweenness centrality of i

//σst: total shortest paths passing from a node s to a node t
//σst(N ): total number of σst that passing through a node n

4: Dens← E/(N ∗ (N − 1)) //return density of i
5: A ← Extract_Adjacency_matrix(i)
6: L ← Extract_Laplacian_matrix(i)
7: B ← Extract_NetworkPortrait_matrix(i)
8: M = Iincid × L× IT

incid

9: sA ← sum(eigenvalues(A))
10: sL ← sum(eigenvalues(L))
11: sB ← sum(B)
12: sM ← sum(eigenvalues(M)
13: vi ← [D,BC, Dens, sA, sL, sB, sM]

13: end for
14: P ← [vGintraCC

, vGintraKK
, vGintraLL

, vGinterCK
, vGinterKL

, vGinterCL
]

3 Experimental Results
We conduct experiments using three popular romance movie scripts: Titanic, Twilight Episode
1, and Episode 2. For each movie, we extract three weighted layers (character, keyword, and
location) along with their intra- and inter-relationships. Individuals ranked the similarities
between the romance movies to build the ground truth. Based on their evaluation, we obtained
the following ranking (Majority rule): Episodes 1 and 2 of Twilight rank first, Titanic and
Episode 1 of Twilight are second, as well as Twilight and Episodes 2. Table 1 displays the
results using weighted and unweighted networks. Weighted networks appear to give better re-
sults according to the ground truth data. Indeed, the distance between Twilight Episode 1 and
2 (43,705.53) is smaller than the distance between Twilight Episode 1 and Titanic (725,451.89)
or between Twilight Episode 2 and Titanic (683,244.27). In contrast to unweighted networks,
which show high similarity between episode 1 of Twilight and Titanic, Future work will con-
centrate on introducing perceptual features in the model [1, 2] as well as more sophisticated
network structural properties[5, 17, 16, 18].

Table 1 Distance between romance multilayer networks for weighted and unweighted networks.
Values are normalized by dividing each value by the maximum value in its corresponding
column.

Romance movies Distance
Unweighted networks Weighted networks

Twilight (Episode 1) & Twilight (Episode 2) 11 997.74 (0.96) 43 705.53 (0.06)
Twilight (Episode 1) & Titanic 8 731.8 (0.7) 725 451.89 (1)
Twilight (Episode 2) & Titanic 12 405.22 (1) 683 244.27 (0.94)
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